
 

 

      Vibrant School of Excellence 
At & Post. Umrakh, Bardoli – Mota Road, Ta. Bardoli, Dist. Surat – 394345 

 

 

Respected Parents, 

The COVID-19 crisis has changed our world in ways that we could not have imagined. As a 

school, our hearts are with our students, staff and community as we all come to terms with 

what the crisis means to each of us. As gradually the country is moving towards normalcy, 

parents are hereby informed that as per the latest Government Unlock instructions, the 

students will be allowed to attend Doubt Solving Sessions on a voluntary basis at school with prior 

approval and appointment. This will be subject to written consent of parents. Keeping the 

gravity of the circumstances in mind, students have to strictly follow and adhere to the given 

Norms. 

 Physical distancing of at least 6 feet to be followed as far as feasible. 

 Use of face covers/masks is mandatory. 

 Hand washing with soap (for at least 40-60 seconds) even when hands are not 

visibly dirty. Use of alcohol-based hand sanitizers (for at least 20 seconds) can be done 

wherever feasible. 

 Respiratory etiquettes to be strictly followed. This involves strict practice of covering 

one’s mouth and nose while coughing/sneezing with a tissue/ handkerchief/flexed 

elbow and disposing off used tissues properly. 

 Self-monitoring of health by all and reporting any illness at the earliest. 

 Spitting is strictly prohibited. 

 Rest room hygiene is to be followed. 

Students can visit the school only for guidance adhering to all the norms set by the 

government. Parents also have to make sure that their ward follows the rules given 

above. 

 Also parents have to write a consent letter as per the given format and send it school on 

or before Thursday. Parents may also mail the consent letter by mail (id 

principal@vibrantbardoli.org). 

 

mailto:principal@vibrantbardoli.org


 

Date:-  

To, 

The Principal 

Vibrant School of Excellence, 

Umrakh, Bardoli. 

 

 Subject :- Consent for attending Guidance Session in School. 

 

Respected Madam 

I Mr/Mrs. _______________________________________ hereby allow my child 

_______________________ of Grade ______________, to attend the school for 

Subject ______________. I promise that he/she will follow and abide by the entire 

mandatory preventive norms at my risk. Hense, in case somehow my child gets 

infected with COVID-19, the school will not be held responsible in any which way by 

me.  

 

Thanking you  

 

Yours Sincerely  

 

(Signature)  

(Name:- _____________________) 

(Date:_____________) 

 

  

 

 

 


